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Comment #8: Need detailed 
functions and state machines at 
155.4
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PCS block diagram
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Transmit state diagram
from Fig 119-14

Receive state diagram
from Fig 119-15

AM synchronization state diagram (new)



PMA block diagram
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DSP FAW synchronization state 
diagram and PMA deskew state 
diagram (new)



Where are new state diagrams needed?  PCS receive direction
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181888 symbolsDSP super-frame

175616 symbols (10976 x 16)Hamming FEC input

1306144 bits (10976 x 119)Hamming FEC output

1305430 bits (10970 x 119 = 5 x 
261086)

SC-FEC input

1223320 bits (5 x 244664)SC-FEC output

2631680 bits (256 x 10280)400GBASE-ZR frame

2626540 bits (10220 x 257B)GMP input

Align to DSP super-frame FAW sequence on 4 physical lanes
Remove FAW, TS, PS and rsvd symbols

119/(16 x 8)

De-interleave, de-scramble, remove 6x119b pad

Remove 5x (parity blocks+CRC-32+MBAS)

Align to AM block (1920b).  Assemble ZR frames from ~ 10.7563 SC-FEC output blocks.

Remove AM, OH, pad bits (5140b)

3.04 µs

6.54 µs

Remove GMP stuff data (2 to 6 times 1028b over 4 frames)

(10214 to 10218) x 257BGMP output

DSP FAW synchronization state diagram 
and PMA deskew state diagram (new)

AM synchronization state diagram (new)

CRC-32 bytes to checker
MBAS used by SC-FEC decoder

STAT bytes to RPF and link degrade signaling
MFAS/ JC1-JC6 to GMP demapper

4 physical lanes from PMD

(40856 to 40872) x 72bDecoder output
Reverse transcode. Decode 66B to 400GMII outputs. Receive state diagram from clause 119

(Figure 119-15) + associated state variables



DSP FAW lock state diagram
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• Based on 802.3ct Figure 153-7 with 
fas replaced by faw, and fecl
replaced by pmal

• 4 lanes instead of 20



PMA deskew state diagram
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• Based on 802.3ct Figure 153-8 with 
fec_align replaced by pma_align



Alignment marker lock state diagram
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• Based on Figure 119-12 (400GBASE-R 
PCS) but for a single lane

• No need for lane mapping
• Look for all 1920 bits (16x120) instead of

just a single 120-bit sequence?



Accompanying proposed text:
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Comment #9: Need management 
information at 155.5.
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Defer to next meeting, pending decision on state machines (comment #8)



Comment #10: Need loopback 
information at 155.6.
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Defer to next meeting, pending decision on state machines (comment #8)



Comment #11: Need PICs tables at 
155.8.
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Defer to next meeting, pending decision on state machines (comment #8)


